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• Plenty of ﬁne needlelike α martensite
(αM) were precipitated after EST by
0.06 s.
• The yield strength was increased from
959 MPa to 1265 MPa after EST by
0.06 s.
• The average hardness was increased
from 358 HV to 396 HV after EST by
0.06 s.
• The fracture mode was transformed
from plastic/brittle fracture to brittle
fracture.
• Above results caused by αM precipitates
and the weave structures with
dislocations.
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a b s t r a c t
This work investigated the effects of electroshock treatment (EST) on the microstructure variation and mechanical properties of TC11 alloy. The average hardness of the specimens decreased from 358 HV to 328 HV after EST
of 0.04 s, then increased to 396 HV after EST of 0.06 s. After EST, the yield strength of specimen declined from
959 MPa to 797 MPa after EST of 0.04 s, and then increased to 1265 MPa after EST of 0.06 s, but the fracture strain
decreased continuously. The variation in mechanical properties was closely related to the phase transition from
the secondary α (αs) to β phase, and the precipitation of reﬁned needlelike α martensite (αM). The diffusion of
atoms accompanied by broaden αs/β boundary from 11.2 nm to 27.6 nm due to the phase transformation after
EST by 0.04 s and the dislocation pileup at the boundary to form defects, which resulted the decrease in strength.
While increasing the EST time to 0.06 s, the width of αM/β boundary decreased to 5.91 nm. All results indicated
that the EST is an effective method for optimizing the microstructure and mechanical properties of titanium alloys in a short time.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
⁎ Corresponding authors.
E-mail addresses: xielechun@whut.edu.cn (L. Xie), hualin@whut.edu.cn (L. Hua),
wang_liqiang@sjtu.edu.cn (L. Wang).

Titanium alloys are widely used in aerospace, marine and medical
[1–7], and other ﬁelds due to their excellent properties such as high speciﬁc strength, good corrosion resistance and low density, high heat
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around carbides in cold rolled M50 bearing steel had been extensively
healed after electropulsing treatment. Gao et al. [24] indicated that the
electric current pulse could restrain the growth of the dendrite in
ZA27 alloy and enhance the tensile strength and the elongation. Huo
et al. [25] showed that the fracture strain of the EPH-treated specimen
of Ti6441 alloys was obviously increased from 23% to 29% by dynamic
compression test, owing to the attenuation of local stress concentration,
and the fracture strength retained a fairly high level. Wang et al. [26]
found a maximum improvement in microhardness of Cu–Cr–Ζr alloy
of about 20 HV was observed at a current density of 0.35 A/mm2, and
the softening temperature of the alloy was delayed for about
50–75 °C. Liao et al. [27] reﬂected that very ﬁne macrostructure was obtained by applying an electric current pulse during the nucleation of the
melt in structure of pure aluminum. Levitin et al. [28] found the fatigue
resistance of titanium alloy increased by a strong current pulse treatment, and the surface residual stresses and electric resistance of specimens were decreased.
Compared with electric pulse treatment, electroshock treatment
(EST) shows more advantages, the higher current energy and density,
and the continuous and stable pulse current for processing components ﬂexibility. Xie et al. [29] found that acicular secondary α transformed to β phase in TC11 alloy after EST. Xie et al. [30] found that
reﬁned subgrains were precipitated in the large columnar β grains
in near-β titanium alloy manufactured by directed energy deposition
and the α phase precipitated along the grain boundary tended to
grow after EST, the curvature radius of the α tips increased and distinct spheroidization occurred. Wu et al. [31] found that the phase
structure of Ti-6.6Al-3.4Mo alloy changed after EST, and the phase
structure variation caused the change of hardness. Song et al. [32]
studied the change of residual stress in cold rolled M50 steel under
EST, and the residual stress after treatment was reduced and distributed evenly, and the elongation was evidently improved with no
loss of yield strength. Compared to heat treatments, EST is a simple
and energy-saving method, which does not require severe environmental conditions and can improve the mechanical properties of titanium alloy by the rapid phase transformation.
Therefore, the advantages of EST are applied to optimize the microstructure and mechanical properties of TC11 alloy, with aim to provide
new ideas and methods for processing titanium alloy. In this work, the
TC11 alloy was treated by EST with different parameters, and the mechanical properties including the hardness and compression test were
evaluated. The microstructure evolution was characterized and analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) before and after EST. Thus, the inﬂuence mechanism

Table 1
EST time and the number of specimens.
Specimen number

EST time

No.0
No.2
No.3
No.4
No.5
No.6

Untreated
0.02 s
0.03 s
0.04 s
0.05 s
0.06 s

resistance and strength, etc. [8–13]. Among titanium alloys, TC11 with a
nominal composition of Ti-6.5Al-1.5Zr-3.5Mo-0.3Si is a typical twophase titanium alloy, and it is mainly applied in the manufacture of
compressor discs, blades and other parts in the aerospace because of
its high service temperature of 500 °C [14–18]. It is known that the mechanical properties of TC11 alloy are closely dependent on the microstructure, which can be tailored according to different service
requirements through various processing methods. Tailoring the mechanical properties of TC11 alloy plays an important role both in the
aerospace and the industrial applications.
Some researchers have put sight in the effect of different treatments
on mechanical properties of TC11 alloy. Song et al. [19] found that TC11
alloy with lamellar structures consisting of α/β lamellae or acicular α’
martensite laths had a higher fatigue crack initiation threshold from
the notch at different cooling rates from the β transition temperature.
Ibrahim et al. [20] revealed that the optimal combination of hardness,
tensile properties, and wear resistance of TC11 alloy was achieved
after heat treating at 1050 °C with ﬁne lamellar structure. Huang et al.
[21] found that a good combination of tensile strength (990 MPa) and
elongation (12.8%) had been obtained by hot compression at 995 °C
followed by a duplex annealing treatment. Gu et al. [22] discovered
the specimen after heat treatment (970 °C/1 h/AC (cool in air) + 530 °C/6 h/AC) showed the best creep performance in the study of heat treatment on the tensile creep behavior of duplex TC11 over the temperature
range of 450–550 °C and the stress range of 300–450 MPa. In these studies, although the heat treatment can optimize the microstructure of
TC11, the high-temperature and long-time treatment, and the speciﬁc
conditions had been required sometimes, such as the high pressure,
vacuum, and so on. Therefore, simple, energy-saving and rapid methods
for manipulating microstructure are very important to the development
of titanium alloys.
Electrical pulse treatment has attracted the attention of researchers
in recent years. Wang et al. [23] revealed that the nano-size voids

Fig. 1. Characterization areas for (a) microstructure, (b) the fracture surface after compression, and (c) the specimens after hardness tests.
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Fig. 2. Phase structure of specimens: (a) (a1), (b) (b1), (c) (c1), (d) (d1), (e) (e1), and (f) (f1) represent No.0, No.2, No.3, No.4, No.5 and No.6 respectively with low and high magniﬁcation.
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of variation of the acicular αs phase and the needlelike αM by different EST time: (a), (b), (c) and (d) represent No.0, No.4, No.5 and No.6 respectively.

213.9 A/mm2. The EST time and the number of specimens were
shown in Table 1.

of mechanical properties was explored according to the microstructure
variation, and the relation between them was discussed in detail.

2.2. Microstructure characterization

2. Experimental

SEM and TEM were utilized to characterize the microstructure variation in the middle area (M) of specimens (shown in Fig. 1(a)). The
specimens were cut along the central axis of the cylinders, and prepared
by the standard metallographic methods and ground by abrasive papers
successively up to 4000 grits, then polished using the solution of OPS (a
suspension of SiO2) and H2O2 mixed with the ratio of 3: 2. After
polishing, the specimens were cleaned by the ultrasonic method in ethanol for 8 mins. SEM (Zeiss, Germany) was utilized to characterize and
analyze the variation in phase structure under a voltage of 10 kV. The
characterization area M (shown in Fig. 1) was selected for TEM observation. The specimens for TEM observation were prepared by grinding and
plasma thinning. The thickness of specimen was grinded to 100 μm
using 4000 grit abrasive paper, and then set different angles to carry
out ion thinning on the sample until holes appear. The dislocations on
grain boundaries and the element distribution were characterized and
analyzed by Talos F200S TEM (FEI, America). The electron gun acceleration voltage was 200 kV, the minimum spot beam size was 0.3 nm, the
TEM point resolution was 0.25 nm, and the information resolution was
0.12 nm.

2.1. Specimens preparation and EST
The TC11 alloy was obtained from Baoji Titanium Industry Co., Ltd.
(China). Cylindrical specimens with 5 mm in diameter and 10 mm in
length were machined from the raw rod material by wire-electrode cutting. After machining, the surface oxide layer was removed by abrasive
papers. Afterward, the specimens were treated by EST with different
time. The schematic diagram of EST and the specimen preparation can
be found in reference [33]. The current amplitude of EST through the
specimens was 4200 A and the corresponding current density was

2.3. Mechanical testing
The compression experiments were carried out on SANS-CMT5205
testing machine with a compression rate of 0.05 mm/min at room
temperature. The compressive stress-strain curves were obtained in
accordance with the standard GB / T 7314–2005 test and the loading
directions of compression were shown in Fig. 1(b). The fracture
morphology was characterized by SEM, and the middle area of the fracture morphology was selected to study the fracture mechanism (shown
in Fig. 1(b)).
The Vickers hardness of specimens before and after EST were
tested by HUAYIN HV-1000A (China) in the upper (U), middle

Fig. 4. Compressive true stress - strain curves of specimens No.0, No.2, No.3, No.4, No.5
and No.6.
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Fig. 5. Fracture morphology of compressed specimens: (a) No. 0, (b) No. 2, (c) No. 3, (d) No. 4, (e) No. 5 and (f) No. 6.

boundaries of α p and β phase are not distinct in Fig. 2(e) and
(e1). While increasing the EST time, the temperature rises sharply
in a short time (resulting in the temperature over that of β phase
transition), after cooling in the air, the ﬁne needlelike αM is precipitated [33]. Moreover, the needlelike αM precipitates in No. 6
are smaller and more uniformly distributed compared to those in
No. 5, which is ascribed to the higher temperature introduced by
EST with different time. The needlelike αM is mainly distributed
in the area of αp phase. But the incomplete precipitation of αM in
No.5 and the complete precipitation of αM in No.6 can be observed
in Fig. 2(e), (e1) and (f), (f1).
Before EST, the phase constituents consist of the αp, β, and the
acicular αs phase. The primary interfaces of αp/β show the jagged morphology and the interfaces are not smooth (in Fig. 2(a) and (a1)).
The acicular αs phase can be equivalent to an ellipse, and a plenty of
the tips of ellipses are accumulated on the αp/β interface and squeeze
the interface, and the jagged interfaces are formed. Comparing with
Fig. 2(a) and (a1), the jagged morphology of the αp/β interfaces in
Fig. 2(d) and (d1) become smoother after EST of 0.04 s, which is mainly
related to the phase transition of the acicular αs to β phase. The phase
transition results in the spheroidization of acicular αs and the tips of
them become smoother after EST of 0.04 s. The evolution of phase structure would inﬂuence the mechanical properties, which is further
investigated.
The schematic of the phase transition after EST is shown in Fig. 3.
During EST, the heat generated at the tips of the acicular αs causes
the temperature to reach the phase transition temperature of
α → β instantaneously. The temperature on tips of acicular αs rises
immediately and decreases, leading to the local phase transition of

(M) and bottom (B) positions, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Before hardness testing, the measurement areas of the specimen were
polished. The measurement of 25 points with 5 × 5 square matrix
was adopted in order to measure the hardness accurately, and the
schematic of points were shown in Fig. 1(c). The distance between
each matrix was 1 mm, and the spacing between two adjacent points
was 0.5 mm. The applied load was 500 N, and the holding time was
5 s. The statistics of hardness in each area could show the variation
of hardness in detail.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Evolution of phase structure
The phase structure in specimens before and after EST are
shown in Fig. 2. The white and gray areas represent the β and primary α (αp) phases respectively, and the secondary α (αs) phases
are dispersed in the β phase before EST (shown in Fig. 2(a) and
(a1)). Fig. 2(b), (b1) and Fig. 2(c), (c1) show the phase structure
of the specimens after EST of 0.02 s and 0.03 s, respectively. The
phase variation is not evident after EST of 0.02 s and 0.03 s,
which is similar to those shown in Fig. 2(a) and (a1). However,
the signiﬁcant difference can be observed in Fig. 2(d) and (d1);
acicular α s originally existed in β phase is transformed to β
phase after EST of 0.04 s, and the acicular α s phases passivate
into a short rod and ﬁnally transforms into β phase. With further
increasing the EST time, the different phase transition appears in
Fig. 2(e), (e1) and (f), (f1). Massive ﬁne needlelike α martensite
(α M ) appear in the α p and β phase and the original phase
5
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Fig. 6. Three-dimensional contour of hardness distribution of specimens.

tips and edges of αs phase, and the passivation of the tips of acicular
αs phase is a sign of the phase transition. It indicates the thermal effect [34,35] of EST in Fig. 3(a). In addition, the currents ﬂowing
through the αs and β phases under the same EST parameter are different due to the difference in resistivity between the α s and β

phases, forming the non-thermal effect, which accelerates the atom
diffusion on the edges of needlelike αs phase, and promotes the passivation of the tips of acicular αs and the spheroidization [36–38].
The combination of thermal and non-thermal effects of EST leads to
the transformation of acicular α s to β phase (shown in Fig. 3(b)).
While further increasing the EST time, the temperature rises sharply
in a short time, when the specimen is cooled down in the air, massive
needlelike αM precipitate in the αp phase in Fig. 3(c). Increasing the
EST time to 0.06 s, the temperature exceeds that of the β phase transition temperature in a short time, a large number of ﬁner needlelike
αM are precipitated in both αp and β phase (shown in Fig. 3(d)).

Table 2
Statistics of the average hardness.
Specimen number

Average hardness of
area M (HV)

Average hardness of
specimen (HV)

No.0
No.2
No.3
No.4
No.5
No.6

359
347
356
319
368
398

358
350
353
328
369
396

±
±
±
±
±
±

8.7
12.5
9.3
7.0
5.5
5.7

±
±
±
±
±
±

8.7
8.9
10.1
11.6
12.2
13.6

3.2. Compressive mechanical properties
The compressive true stress – true strain curves of the specimens are
shown in Fig. 4. The yield strength of the specimens before EST is
6
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When the EST time is increased to 0.04 s, as shown in Fig. 2(d) and
(d1), the acicular αs phase transforms into β phase, and the jagged primary αp/β interfaces begin to become smooth compared to No.0 (Fig. 2
(a) and (a1)). Furthermore, the critical stress for the sliding of grain
boundary is reduced, the specimen is prone to be compressed and the
yield strength declines. After EST by 0.05 s and 0.06 s, a lot of very ﬁne
needlelike αM precipitate in the αp phase area are shown in Fig. 2(e),
(e1) and (f), (f1). The ﬁne and homogeneous needlelike αM martensite
in No. 6 plays a role of dispersion strengthening in the material, which
enhances the yield strength of the specimens No.5 and No.6 after EST.
As shown in Fig. 5, the fracture directions of all specimens present an
angle of 45o along the central axis after compression. The compressive
fracture is mainly composed of two typical fractures modes, the plastic
fracture and the brittle fracture, which are shown in No. 0 in Fig. 5(a).
In the plastic fracture, a large number of dimples are piled up, and in
the brittle fracture, a smooth ﬂuvial shape appears. After EST by 0.02 s
and 0.03 s, one can ﬁnd that the areas of smooth ﬂuvial shape decrease
(in Fig. 5(b) and (c)), the areas of dimple increase and the size of the
dimple becomes larger compared to No. 0, which implies that the plastic
fracture is dominant in these samples after EST. The slight reduction in
yield strength in No. 2 and No. 3 veriﬁes the variation in fracture
mode, and this is attributed to the weakening of the dispersion
strengthening of the acicular αs phase after EST. The area of smooth ﬂuvial shape in No. 3 is smaller than that in No. 2, and the dimple size becomes larger, indicating that the specimen of No. 3 shows the better
plasticity and lower yield strength.
With the increase in the EST time, the acicular αs phase is transformed to β in No. 4 at high temperature. The jagged morphology of
the αp/β interface becomes smooth signiﬁcantly, as shown in Fig. 2
(d) and (d1). Normally, the plastic fracture should be dominant with
the increase of β phase in No.4, but the brittle fracture is dominant in

Fig. 7. Average hardness of specimens No.0, No.2, No.3, No.4, No.5 and No.6.

959 MPa, and the fracture strain is 39.1%. The yield strength of No. 2 and
No. 3 are not apparently changed. After EST of 0.04 s, the yield strength
is signiﬁcantly reduced to 797 MPa. But with the increase in EST time
further, the yield strength of specimens increases to 1036 MPa and
1265 MPa for No. 5 and No. 6, respectively. The decrease in yield
strength in No.4 results from the phase transition from acicular αs to β
phase, and the obvious increment in yield strength in No.6 is ascribed to
the precipitation of ﬁne needlelike αM.
From the phase constitution of specimens shown in Fig. 2, one can
ﬁnd that the phase transitions are not evident after EST of 0.02 s and
0.03 s, therefore the yield strength has not shown obvious variation.

Fig. 8. Bright-ﬁeld TEM images in the M area of specimen No. 0.
7
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Fig. 9. Bright-ﬁeld TEM images in the M area of specimen No. 4.

Fig. 10. Bright-ﬁeld TEM images in the M area of specimen No. 6.
8
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Fig. 11. Element distribution in the M area of specimens No.0, No.4 and No.6; (a) and (b) represent the specimen No. 0, (c) and (d) represent the specimen No. 4, (e) and (f) represent the
specimen No. 6.

of brittleness fracture in specimens No. 5 and No. 6 is mainly due to the
precipitation of needlelike αM after EST. The variation in fracture mode
from the plastic fracture to the brittle fracture is ascribed to the phase
transition from the acicular αs to β and the precipitation of needlelike
αM after EST.

No.4 from the fracture morphology (shown in Fig. 5(d)), which is
caused by more defects in αs/β interfaces. The fracture mode in No. 4
caused by defects is veriﬁed by the TEM results (in Section 3.4). After
EST by 0.05 s, the area of smooth ﬂuvial shape increases and the fracture
surface is ﬂatter and close to the plane (in Fig. 5(e)). The number of dimples decreases obviously, and the size of dimples also becomes smaller,
indicating that the brittle fracture is dominant in No. 5 remarkably. This
result is accorded with the improved yield strength of No. 5 (Fig. 4).
When the EST time is increased to 0.06 s, the morphology of stacked
dimples could not be observed almost in the fracture morphology of
No. 6 (in Fig. 5(f)). The fracture morphology of No. 6 is almost the
smooth ﬂuvial shape with the extremely small pits, which indicates
that the fracture mode of No. 6 is almost the brittle fracture. Therefore,
the specimen No. 6 shows the highest yield strength. The enhancement

3.3. Hardness variation
The hardness contour of all specimens is shown in Fig. 6. Compared
to No. 0, the No. 2 and No. 3 show no obvious variation in hardness, No. 4
shows signiﬁcant decreased hardness, and No. 5 and No. 6 demonstrate
the improved hardness. The statistics of all hardness values are calculated and shown in Table 2 and Fig. 7. The standard deviation of hardness in the M area and the whole specimen are shown in Table 2, the
9
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Fig. 12. HRTEM images in the M area of specimens: (a), (b) and (c) represent the specimen No.0, No.4 and No.6 respectively.
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relation between the mechanical properties and the microstructure
was revealed. The bright-ﬁeld TEM images of No. 0 are shown in Fig. 8,
the αs (white) and β (gray) phases shows the clear boundaries (Fig. 8
(a) and (b)). In Fig. 8(a), the acicular αs phase exists in β phase, which
is consistent with the SEM results in Fig. 2(a). A small amount of dislocations is mainly concentrated at the grain boundaries and inside the αs
phase (in Fig. 8(b1)). After EST by 0.04 s, acicular αs phase is not observed
in Fig. 9, because the acicular αs is almost transformed to β phase. The
boundaries of αs and β phases become ambiguous (in Fig. 9(a) and (b))
compared to the specimen of No. 0. As shown in Fig. 9(a1) and (b1), a
large number of dislocations concentrated at the grain boundaries are
formed as the dislocation walls in No. 4. The dislocation walls and the potential microcracks formed by the dislocation accumulation in No. 4 are
show in Fig. 9(b1). But some grains with few dislocations exist in Fig. 8
(b1), which means that many dislocations are introduced by EST of 0.04 s.
Prolonged the EST time to 0.06 s, different microstructure is observed in Fig. 10(a) and (b). Many ﬁne needlelike αM interweave
with each other to form the weave net structure and a large number
of dislocations are ﬁlled in the weave net structure. Also, there are
many dislocations in the precipitated needlelike αM (Fig. 10(b1)).
Compared with the specimen of No. 4, the needlelike αM with regular
shape precipitates in the microstructure of No. 6, and the ﬁne needlelike αM precipitates can play a role of dispersion strengthening. Moreover, the increased dislocation density in the ﬁne needlelike αM
further enhances the strength, which is veriﬁed by the highest yield
strength of No.6 during mechanical testing. However, the specimen
of No. 4 has no phase structure similar to No.0 due to incomplete
phase transformation, and a large number of dislocations accumulate
at the grain boundaries, which deteriorates the strength of grain
boundaries and results in the decrease in yield strength. This is consistent with the results of mechanical properties (Fig. 4).

standard deviation of hardness in M is smaller than that in the whole
specimen, which means that the hardness in M area is distributed uniformly. The three-dimensional contour of the hardness distribution in
M shows a good smoothness in Fig. 6.
The average hardness of specimens before and after EST are shown
in Fig. 7. The average hardness of No. 0 is 358 HV, those of No. 2 and
No. 3 are 350 HV and 353 HV correspondingly, and the variation is not
apparent. After EST of 0.04 s, the hardness decreases obviously, and
the average value drops to 328 HV. The average hardness of No. 5 and
No. 6 are obviously enhanced, corresponding to 369 HV and 396 HV.
The variation in hardness is related to the microstructure closely.
When the specimens are treated by 0.02 and 0.03 s, the microstructure
variation is not obvious compared to No.0, but the slight variation of
phase constitution still exists [29], the hardness of No.2 and No.3
show a slight drop compared to No. 0. After EST of 0.04 s, the hardness
of No. 4 shows a visible decline, which is attributed from the obvious
phase transition of the acicular αs to β. Moreover, the lattice distortions
and dislocation pileups in the grains and the grain boundaries are other
reasons for the reduction of hardness in No. 4, and the defects are investigated by TEM in the following section. The hardness of No. 5 and No. 6
increase obviously, which is attributed to the very ﬁne needlelike αM
phase formed inside the specimens after EST by 0.05 and 0.06 s. The precipitation of ﬁne αM plays a role of dispersion strengthening, so the
hardness is signiﬁcantly enhanced. In addition, the No. 6 has higher
hardness than No. 5 due to the strengthening effect of more uniform
and ﬁner needlelike αM.
3.4. Microstructure analysis by TEM
In order to illustrate the mechanism of microstructure variation, TEM
characterizations on No. 0, No. 4 and No. 6 were conducted, and the

Fig. 13. Schematic of the formation mechanism of defect zone at the grain boundary after EST, (a) represents No. 0, (b) represents No. 4. The labels of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 represent the lattice
distortions, and the labels of I, II, III, IV and V represent the dislocations.
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lattice distortions (1–5) appears near the grain boundaries in No. 0
(Fig. 13(a)). After EST of 0.04 s, the energy of EST is enough to activate
the generation of dislocations at the grain boundaries (Fig. 13(b)).
Some dislocations (II, III, IV) and lattice distortions (1, 3, 4) near grain
boundaries can move to the grain boundaries, which is apt to form the
microcracks. However, because the EST time is sub-second, the fast
cooling of specimen causes the distant dislocations (I, V) and the distant
lattice distortions (2, 5) do not have enough time to completely migrate
and rearrange, resulting in the pileup of dislocations and lattice distortions to form the wide defect zone at grain boundaries (Fig. 13(b)).
The dislocations and lattice distortions close to grain boundaries
widen the width of the defect zone, and the pileup of dislocations and
lattice distortions form the dislocation walls or the potential
microcracks, which could deteriorate the yield strength. The TEM results are consistent with the microstructure characterization by SEM.
The relation between the microstructure and mechanical properties
can be illuminated by both SEM and TEM results.

The element distribution between two phases are shown in Fig. 11 in
order to analyze the mechanism of microstructure variation after EST.
The chemical elements of TC11 alloy are Ti, Al, Mo, Si and Zr. Among
these elements, Al is the element for α stabilization, Mo is the element
for β stabilization, and Si and Zr are the neutral elements. Before EST,
the distribution of Al and Mo are obvious according to the phase distribution, and the clear interfaces between αs and β phases can be observed (in Fig. 11(a) and (b)). Moreover, the acicular αs phase are
shown clearly in Fig. 11(a), which is consistent with the SEM results
in Fig. 2(a). After EST by 0.04 s, the element distribution of Mo and Al
are uniform, and the phase boundaries between αs and β become ambiguous (in Fig. 11(c) and (d)), which means that the potential element
migration occurs between αs and β. This phenomenon in No. 4 is attributed to the phase transition of the acicular αs to β after EST of 0.04 s, and
the area M (main phase transition area) is characterized by TEM. The
phase transition causes the Al and Mo atoms to diffuse between the
acicular αs and β [33]. With the increase of EST time to 0.06 s, the needlelike αM is precipitated in the whole specimen and the clear boundaries of needlelike αM can be shown in Fig.11(e) and (f). The Al
element is uniformly distributed because the needlelike αM is precipitated in the whole specimen; but the Mo element is only distributed
in the β phase, which indirectly veriﬁes the phase transition and the
precipitation of needlelike αM after EST.
High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images of grain boundaries in No. 0
and No. 4 are shown in Fig. 12. Usually the atom distribution in the
grain boundaries is disordered. In Fig. 12(a), a small number of dislocations (Fig. 12(a2)) and slight lattice distortions (Fig. 12(a1) and (a3))
appear at the grain boundaries of No. 0, which are introduced during
the extrusion of the raw materials. There is a defect zone with a width
of 11.2 nm at the boundary in No. 0. On two sides of the defect zone at
the boundary, the atoms are arranged regularly. After EST by 0.04 s, an
increase of the width of the defect zone at the grain boundary in No. 4
to 27.6 nm is observed (in Fig. 12(b)), resulting from the phase transition accompanied by atom migration. In the specimen of No. 4, there
are a lot of lattice distortions and dislocation pileups in the area of
grain boundaries. Typical edge dislocations can be observed in Fig. 12
(b2). The different dislocations and lattice distortions are mixed to
form the defect zone (Fig. 12(b1) and (b3)) which is prone to form
the microcracks at the grain boundary during the compression.
After EST by 0.06 s, a reduced width of the defect zone of 5.91 nm at
the grain boundary is seen. The formation of defects at grain boundaries
in No. 6 may be caused by the fact that more defects are introduced than
recovered. The decrease in the width of defect zone at grain boundaries
- if statistically signiﬁcant - reduces the possibility of pileup of dislocations, lattice distortions and other defects to form microcracks, which
is beneﬁcial to the mechanical properties. Comparing Fig. 12 (a),
(b) and (c) indicates that the arrangement of atoms at grain boundaries
is more orderly in No. 6 than that in No. 4 because of the complete phase
transition. Because a large number of dislocations are piled up and the
defects are formed in No. 4 during compression, many defects are apt
to causing the sliding in the grain boundary area, which reduces the
yield strength in No. 4 signiﬁcantly. Due to the different microstructure
from No. 4, the ﬁne needlelike martensite in No. 6 interweaves with
each other to form the weave net structure, and a large number of dislocations are ﬁlled in these weave net structures. Compared with the
specimens of No. 0, No. 6 contains much more dislocations and the uniform distribution of needlelike αM, especially the dislocations cross the
needlelike αM (Fig. 10(a)). Both the dispersion strengthening and the
dislocation strengthening of needlelike αM enhance yield strength.
Therefore, No. 6 demonstrates the highest strength among all these
specimens.
The schematic of the defect formation near grain boundaries in No. 4
is shown in Fig. 13. The EST promotes the phase transition of the acicular
αs to β phase, which is accompanied by the atom migration. This may
produce dislocations and lattice distortions according to the misﬁt and
thermal stresses. Before EST, a small amount of dislocations (I-V) and

4. Conclusions
The microstructural evolution and the mechanical properties of
TC11 alloy before and after EST were investigated, and some important
results were obtained.
(1) After EST by 0.04 s, the acicular αs phase transformed to β phase.
As the EST time increased to 0.06 s, the αp and β phases were not
observed, and a large number of ﬁne needlelike αM were precipitated. Such microstructure evolution was ascribed to the thermal and non-thermal effects.
(2) After EST by 0.04 s, the yield strength was reduced from 959 MPa
to 797 MPa, while the EST time increased to 0.06 s, the yield
strength was enhanced to 1265 MPa. The average hardness of
the specimen ﬁrst decreased from 358 HV of No. 0 to 328 HV of
No. 4, and then increased to 396 HV of No. 6. The variation in mechanical properties resulted from the phase transition of the acicular αs phase and the dispersion strengthening of the ﬁner
needlelike αM precipitates.
(3) With increasing the EST time from 0.02 s to 0.06 s, the fracture
mode of compression gradually transformed from the plastic/
brittle fracture to the brittle fracture. The evolution of the fracture mode was related to the microstructure variation. The
phase transition and the internal defects of No. 4 also promoted
the fracture.
(4) After EST of 0.04 s, a large number of dislocations and lattice distortions piled up at the grain boundaries to form the defects and
the potential microcracks in No. 4, which widened the defect
zone at the grain boundaries. The defects and the potential
microcracks deteriorated the yield strength of No. 4 during compression.
(5) After EST of 0.06 s, the ﬁne needlelike αM precipitates were interwoven with each other to form the weave net structures, and a
large number of dislocations were uniformly ﬁlled in these
weave net structures. Both the dispersion strengthening and
the dislocation strengthening of needlelike αM promoted the increase of yield strength of No. 6.
(6) All results indicated that the EST can change the microstructure
and improve the hardness and yield strength of TC11 ally in a
very short time, which veriﬁes that the EST can be utilized as a
simple, energy-saving and fast method for manipulating the microstructure and tailoring the mechanical properties of titanium
alloys.
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